
20-ENFD-112-00x Programming Fund. Spring, 2008 John Franco

Midterm Exam

Print name: Signature:

Instructions: Print you name clearly and sign above. Papers without a name or a signature
will not be graded. Answers all parts. Extremely short answers that are intended to hide
ignorance will get extremely low scores.

Searching text files for the location of a given string is a very basic and very important
operation in engineering.

The exam problem is to write a Matlab function that finds and outputs occurrences of
a given pattern string in a text string that is given in a specified file. The function should
take as arguments the name of the file and the pattern string. Call the pattern string
pattern and the text string text. The function should output the positions (separated by

commas) in text where the pattern string matches (case-insensitive), for all occurrences
of pattern in text. Allowable characters in text are all the alphabetic characters (a-z),
numeric characters (0-9), the apostrophe “’”, the blank “ ”, the period “.”, and the question
mark “?”. Allowable characters in pattern are the same as those for text except for the
blank and period (the last two are not allowed) and the question mark means any character
can match that position. For example, if the given strings are:

text: The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog’s back.

pattern: dog

then the output is 42. But if we have:

text: Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their party.

pattern: r??

then the output is 19, 60, 64. With

text: abbababbabaaabababba

pattern: abba

the output is 1, 6, 17. With

text: aabaabaaabaa

pattern: a?a

the output is 2, 5, 7, 9.

The problem is partitioned into parts, each of which is focused on a particular phase of
the development of your code.
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1. Write Matlab code to read the data from a file and store it in some data structure so
it can be processed. Also write the code needed to get the pattern from the user.

Answer:

2. If ch is a single character that is taken from text, what code will check whether ch

has a legal value with respect to the problem statement?

Answer:

3. How do you intend to find where pattern matches parts of text?

Answer:
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4. Write Matlab code that outputs positions in text that match pattern.

Answer:
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